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ABSTRACT
The quality education to the students is primary point of higher educational institutions. One of the method to achieve high quality education in higher education system is analysis of students behavior with reference to examination performance, mark sheets, abnormal values and other students activities. Data mining methods discovers knowledge from these records for analysis and prediction about students behavior. In this paper, data mining techniques such as association rules and classification are applied to analyze and present a behavior model of students. The students behavior assessment framework is proposed as model for analysis using data mining technique, the model presents the indication to the critical quantities that regulate the students behavior on learning method. The proposed framework can be applied to extract valuable data that shows all characteristic of student behavior by clustering and subdivision of the student behavior large data set.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining concepts in higher education is an innovative emerging research area. The educational data mining (EDM) is related with developing the methods of exploring the unique types of data that come from educational settings [1][2]. The education has been benefited through EDM from a real E-Revolution as Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) [3]. To share and spread information for both teachers and students, the Internet also assisted e-learning through the available e-resources. The aims of a teacher have changed from teaching concepts into assisting students to learn and how to search, acquire and organize relevant information in different ways [4][5]. However, learning methods and techniques has changed towards more student-center, problem-specific, challenge-based or cooperative learning. The teacher is instructed to teach or facilitates all the sessions within classroom in traditional learning. In this method, the teacher remarkably talks more than their student. According to the study program and syllabus with the prescribed curriculum, the teachers have to teach the lesson. The teachers take more effort than students, which had become unsuitable to today’s curriculum in this traditional learning. The relationship between the teacher and the learner is more impressive and effective through the classifications and categories in Virtual Learning Environment [6][7][8]. The Fig. 1 represents parameters and model to analyze students behavior. With the rapidly development of the Internet, the web-based educational teaching system has been progressively applied in modern education system, as an significant tool to support learners as well as teachers. In this learning course, there are many profits for information sharing and collaboration between students and teachers. For enhancing student knowledge, learners can take a web-based class at any place, any time and teachers can easily produce their online classes and monitor performance of the student as well [9][10]. Moodle is a popular Learning Management System
(LMS) which supports educational instructor to create the impressive online courses [11]. However, it do not provide the function to access and estimate motivation behavior of learner. Also log informations of learner in a Moodle can show student’s interactions such as reading, writing, taking examination and doing different tasks [12, 13].

With a large collected information daily from e-Learning course, manual data analysis is very difficult. Although there are various tools which assist to report useful information which in turn is very worthwhile for analyzing pattern behavior of student, the specific features are not offered to teacher need for tracking and evaluating all the activities of students in the class. Data mining techniques is the promising methodology to extract valuable information in this objective [14]. Data mining can analyze related information results and produce several perspectives to understand more about the activities of students so as to customize the course for student learning [15].

2. RELATED WORK

Bharadwaj et al. [16] proposed the classification task which is applied on student database to predict the students division on the basis of previous database. For data classification, there are many methods and techniques which can be applied to classify dataset, the decision tree approach was used in this research. To predict the performance at the end of the semester examination, informations such as attendance, unit test, seminar and lab assignment marks were collected from the previous databases of the students. This research will assist to the students and the teachers to improve the grade of the student. This research will also work to distinguish those students which required exceptional attention to minimize failure ratios and taking proper action for the next semester examination.

Schaffer et al. (2016) [17] analyzed, data from two Massive open online course (MOOC) using multiple methods and multiple visualizations, including local node topography, video watching behavior, global network features and sentiment. They concluded with a concise statement of recommendations:

—For assessment of inclusiveness and forum success, forum networks should be visually monitored over time by the instructors.
—For identifying and assisting orphaned forum students, instructors and course designers should make extra efforts.
—While making predictions, designers of dropout detection systems should take structure of the course into consideration.

A visual and network analytics approach was successful in shedding light on student behavior in this case-study. Sharma et al. (2017) [18] presented a research makes use of the induction algorithm (ID3) decision tree algorithm for prediction of the students final performance based on their previous performances. To make classification, the algorithm uses the criteria of information gain. The more the information gain of an attribute, the more is the split possibility of that attribute. Through this model, they achieved the accuracy of 90%. They hoped that this study will help the students, instructors and the guardians to take necessary action to improve the performance of the students in future. For future work, they like to refine our work by taking more number of example set and come up with more accuracy and other techniques to help students in their educational careers.

Petri et al. (2017) [19] proposed that the tweet (or post) given by the agent (people) says about the mood of the person who has tweeted or given his comments. Features can be extracted from various inputs that are coming from various social websites like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and many more other websites. The same procedure can also be applied for the Sentiment analysis also. The behavior of different people taken in the above said paper is the views of the author itself. Figure 2 represents the process for behavior analysis in social media.

Li et al. (2018) [20] presented the natural mathematics of behavior analysis models that generate event records have a general scope regarding the measured aspects of the target behavior. From the simulated event records, they can predict any dependent variable that could have been computed from our data. This aspect allows a freely multivariate analysis of our data. However, they stress that their choice of model, dataset, and model evaluation technique is largely superficial with respect to their aim of demonstrating the use of models that generate event records for a multivariate analysis. Miller et al. (2018) [21] investigated a substantial contribution to research literature regarding the amount of trait-level variance actually captured by various behavior assessment methods. However, additional investigations are greatly needed to replicate and expand upon these findings. The present study on school-based behavioral assessment methods was conducted in order to shed light on the extent to which behavior assessment methods capture intended trait-level variance and determine the degree to which methods utilized impact findings. Support was found for the presence of strong methods effects for all of the assessment methods utilized, which included three of the most common behavior assessment methods used in schools. These findings are consistent with long-standing recommendations calling for the use of multi-source multi-method assessments in the realm of behavioral assessment.

Kularbphettong (2018) [22] presented the prototypes model for the ongoing improvement project to build a model for analyzing learners and learning behavior using educational data mining techniques. The research was divided the study and developed the model into two phases:

—The development of models for analyzing the learning behavior of learners on the e-learning system in the first part was to prepare the log files of the e-learning and e-learning data.
—Student attendance data and transformed the data into a suitable format for further study and development and to develop the model using decision tree and bayesian Networks techniques.

This model can be beneficial to discover the pattern of learning behavior. However, in term of the future experiments, other data mining techniques are be applied to conduct a research to enhance this project and also apply the tool to analyze the learning behavior of learners on the e-learning system.

Shukla (2018) et al. [23] presented an outlook for educational excellence indices computation with ranking classification using their proposed index of excellence. Their indices provided the academic
3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Data Mining is generalized data analyzing technique from various perspectives to summarize the worthwhile and valuable information results (mined data). Numerous principles are applied to process data mining such as machine learning, deep learning, probability, statistics, neural network and visualization techniques to bring out the knowledge presentation in an easily comprehensible form. In another way, it can also be defined as the nontrivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful and ultimately understandable patterns in data. Association rule mining is applied to discover interesting relationships among variables in databases. According to Agrawal et al., an association rule explains a close correlation between items in a database in the form of \( x \Rightarrow y \) where \( x \) and \( y \) are sets of Item set \( I(x \text{ and } y \subseteq I) \) and \( x \cap y = \emptyset \). \( I = I_1, I_2, \ldots, I_m \) is a set of \( m \) distinct attributes. The rule is indicated \( x \Rightarrow y \) implies \( y \) whereby \( x \) is called antecedent and \( y \) is called consequent. There are two importance thresholds for measurement association rule mining, minimum support and minimum confidence. The support of a rule \( x \Rightarrow y \) is the probability of the Item set \( \{x, y\} \) that means the relevance of the rule and the confidence of a rule \( x \Rightarrow y \) is the conditional probability of \( y \) given \( x \) that indicate the accuracy of the rule.

Confidence \((x \Rightarrow y) = \frac{\text{support } \{x, y\}}{\text{support } x} \) \hspace{1cm} (1)

Support \((x \Rightarrow y) = \frac{\text{support } \{x, y\}}{\text{Total number of transaction in } D} \) \hspace{1cm} (2)

Set of transactions: \( D = d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_n \) where \( d_i \subseteq I \).

Confidence is a significant measure of the association rules to indicate how to strengthen the mined rules. If the confidence of the association rule \( x \Rightarrow y \) is 80%, it means that 80% of the transactions the activities of students that contain \( x \) also contain \( y \), based on users to indicate the specified minimum confidence. Apriori Algorithm is an influential algorithm for association rule mining. The Apriori Algorithm is used level-wise search for frequent item sets, the sets of items that have minimum support. A decision tree is one of the most well known classification algorithms that are commonly used to examine data and induce the tree in order to make predictions. The purpose of the decision tree is to classify the data into distinct groups or branches that generate the strongest separation in the values of the dependent variable.

4. CONCLUSION

The proposed model can be beneficial to similar courses to share and discover motivation behavior of students. Data mining techniques can be applied to discover knowledge. Particularly, association rules discovered and the rules can be sorted using lift metric then the rules can be visualized. Then classification rules can be discovered using decision tree. The proposed model as students behavior assessment framework works using data mining technique, it presents the indication to the critical quantities that control the students behavior on learning method. The proposed framework can be applied to extract valuable data that shows all characteristics of student behavior by clustering and subdivision of the student behavior large data set. Finally, using detected outlier analysis all outliers in the data, each one of these knowledge can be used to improve the performance of student. However, in term of the future experiments, a way to generalize the study to more diverse courses to get more accurate results.
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